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EDITORIAL
Hong Kong University Medical Societyjectsub-

The Fraternity Committee recently organised a talk on the
Doctor.Patient Relationship, and Dr. Todd from the Departmentof Medicine, Professor Field from the Department of Pediatrics, and CONSTITUTION FOR THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON HEALTH HKUMS:Dr. Paul Yu from the Department of Surgery were invited to expressthemselves. A glimpse of their views can be found on page three. Article I. NameDifferent

tatnedenter-
aspects were stressed on, and the audience was much

afterhere-
The name of the Committee shall be called the Standing Committee on Health HKUMSby the wonderful approaches and presentations of the three referred to as the committee'.honoured speakers. The programme was highly praised a successful

one for the first trial. We hope the Fraternity Committee will keep up Article 11. Aimstheir spirit and organise more programmes in the months or years a) To promote social con-
Dean's lndergrad Committee Meeting

to come, so that we can enjoy their work and be fraternal, and far sciousness among medicalmore important, come to be familiar with this newly elected committee
mentinvolve-

students throughwho seem to be starting smoothly. (committment) in (9th January, 1970)
With regard to Doctor-Patient Relationship, we can benefit by community health projects. 1. The Dean agreed that a speaker be set up in Orthopaedremembering the Hippocratic Oath:
I swear by Apolls the Physician and Aesculapius and by Dygeia b) To be responsible for Surgery.

2. Records release from wards was not possible.amd Panacm and by all the gods and goddesses, making them my carrying
tiesactivi-

out health
be provided with3. The Surgery Lecture Theatre would a new

cernmentdis-judges, that this mine oath will I fulfill as far as power and in the name of
speaker.shall be mine. Him who taught me this at will I esteem HKUMS.

board has been set in Tsan Yuk hospital.4. A notice upequally with my parents; he shall partake of my lifelihood, and, if c) To
motepro-safeguard and to 5. The library agreed to house non-medical journals purchasedin want, shall share my substance. I will regard his offspring as the health standards by Medical Society.my brothers teaching them this art without fee or stipulation if they among university students. 6. The Dean said that reduction af supplementary fee was im-shall wish to learn it.

possible.I will instruct by precept, by discourse and in all other ways Article III. Composition From Class-representatives:my sons, the sons of him who taught me and those disciples bought a) The
sistcon-

Committee shall Final Year: I. Elective clerkrnip voluntary, 9 a.m..5 p.m.--by oath and stipulation according to medical law, but to no other of one Health Officer, 2. House-officers allocation:
locational-
by double system ofaperson. one

ficerOf-
Assistant Health and drawing lots.I will carry out that regiment which, according to my power and 2 committee : 4th Year 1. Lecture time (Tuesday morning) overlaps Surgery:and discernment, shall be for the benefit of the sidk and will keep members.

Specialty clerk ward The Dean remarked that--them from harm and wrong. To non willl I give a deadly drug even b) The 2 Health Officers shall this could not be avoided.if solicited, nor offer counsel to such an end. Likewise, to no women be elected after open 2.
waysal-
Water-closet in 5/F in Professorial Block waswill I give a destructive suppository, but, guiltless and hallowed, will nominations annually by closed.I keep my life and mine art. the Medical Students' 3. The state of ventilation in the library was broughtI will cut no one whatever for the stone, giving way to those Council during the last the Dean's notice.towho work at this practice. Into whatsoever houses I shall enter I Council meeting and shall 3rd Year : Date of 2nd, M.B. Exams.:will go for the benefit of the sick, abstaining from all voluntary

cidingcoin-
have a term of office March 31 April 2 April 4 April 7wrong and corruption and from lasciviousness with women or men -- with that of the next Pharm Pharm Path Microbiologyfree or slaves. Council session. Paper I Paper III will keep silence regarding that which within or without my c) The 2 committee mem.bers 2nd Year : 1. Date of 1st M.B. Exams.: last week of February.practice, shall see or hear in the lines of men which should not be shall be appointed by the 1st Year 1. P.E. lesson to be compulsory.: weremade public; holding such things until to be spoken.
sistantAs-
Health Officer and theAnd now if I shall fulfill this oath and break it not, may the Health Officer.fruits of life and of art be mine; may I be honoured of all men for

H.K.U. MEDICAL SOCIETYall time; the opposite if I shall transgress and be foresworn. Article IV. Duties of Members
ficers,of-

Hoping that all medical students, doctors, including medical a) Health Officer
ingwill-

physcians and surgeons, and general practitioners would be 1 ) The Health Officer 2ND COUNCIL MEETINGto entertain carefully Doctor-Pafient Relationship. shall be the Chairman
NOTICE of the Chairman of

the Committee and (24th January 1970)Notice is hereby given that nominations are now open for one will represent thedelegate and several observers of the Medical Society delegation to 1. The minutes of the 1st Council Meeting were adopted.the 5th General Assembly of ARMSA held in Australia in May, Committee in the 2. Ihe minutes of the 1st Emergency Council Meeting were adopted.Medical Students'1970. 3. Mr. Wong Shou Pang, the EAS, reported on matters concerningCouncil.Please note: (Resolutions of the 2nd Council Meeting) 2) The H.O. shall be the the 5th GA of ARMSA. Three resolutions were made:
(I) 'that the Medical Students' Council resolves on financing representative from the (1) 'that this Council resolves on financing as far as possible oneas far as possible one delegate to the 5th GA of ARMSA Medical Society the delegate to the 5th GA of ARMSA in May in Australia, andand when funds are available, subsidies be given to ob- to when funds are available, subsidies are given to observers.'

mitteeCom-Students Healthservers.' (2) 'that the general secretary shall open nominations for theof HKUSU.(2) 'that the selection of delegate and observers be made at a delegate and observers to the 5th GA of ARMSA.'Council Meeting.' 3)
sponsiblere-

The H.O. shall be (3) 'that the selection of delegate and observers be made at a
Closing date: Feb. 27, 1970. for external Council Meeting:liaison. 4. The reports Medic Barbecue and X'mas Hospital Visits byAmbrose Ng on
January 27, 1970 General Secretary 4)

sponsiblere-
The H.O. shall be Miss Grace Tang were adopted.for planning. 5. Mr. Wong Kwok Kee presented the constitution by the ad hocNOTICE b) The Assistant Health Offic- committee for the setting up of a Standing Committee on Health.Notice is hereby given that nominations are now open for the er It was reviewed and adopted. Then it was decided that openpost of (I) one Health Officer, 1) The A. H. O. shall be

sistantAs-
nominations be made for the positions of Health Officer and(2) One Assistant Health Officer,

istrativeadmin-
responsible for Health Officer.of the Standing Committee on Health, H.K.U.M.S. and secretariat 6.

nival,Car-
Miss Angela Ng reported on the Society Stall in the UnionClosing date: Feb. 27, 1970. work. We came 2nd in decoration and 4th in ticket sales. TheAmbrose Ng 2) The A. H. O. shall be Council then passed a vote of thanks to the 1st year OrganizingJanuary 27, 1970 General Secretary the local health officer Committee.

for ARMSA. 7. Mr. Vincent Leung was elected to be the Representative to the
The Hong Kong Chinese Medical c) The committee members Grants Committee of the Standard/Sing-Tao Fat Choy Loan Fundfor medical students.

Association Scholarship Award
shall assist the Health Of-
ficers in carrying out their I. Elixir Standing Committee:
respective work. Dr. Doris Gray was elected to be the Hon Advisor.

tablishedes-
The Hong Kong Chinese Medical Association has generously Mr. Sin Chu Fun was elected to be the General Manager and

versityUni-
a Scholarship Award open to medical students at the Article V. Finance Mr. Herbert Ho was elected to be the Financing Manager of

ternship.in-
of Hong Kong, including graduates who are doing their The Committee shall request a Elixir.The sum of $1,000 will be awarded annually to the student budget from the Medical So- 9. It was decided that notices were to be posted in Tsan Yukor students who have submitted the most original essay on any sub- ciety at the beginning of each Hospital.jag within the curriculum of the Faculty of Medicine, up to and financial year. 10. Dr. Ding informed the Council that there would be a seminarincluding

ternship.in-
clinical obervanons and/or research during the year of This Constitution is drafted on Community Health Care sponsored by the H.K. ChristianAll essays submitted will be judged by the Board of the by the ad hoc committee -- Mr. Service in Metropole Building in Kowloon on Saturday, FebruaryFaculty of Medicine, which may decide not to award the prize if none Wong Kwok Kee, Miss Della 21st, 1970 from 2:30 -- 6:30 p.m.of the eatrles is of a sutficiendy high standard. In this case, the award Chu and Mr. Paul Lam. It was 11. Dr. Ding informed the Council that there are many Lange medicalfor the followlng year will be $2,000. adopted by the Medical books given him for donation to medical students by Dr. LangeIt ia hoped to liake the frst award at the begtnning of the next dents'Stu-

cilComa.
Council at the 2nd of California

to
and that medical students his officeany can go toscademio year. Meeting on Jan. 24, 1970. to get one.
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GENERAL PRACTICE IN HONG KONG CORRESPONDENCE
MAN

tioners.Practi- Hence the information is by no means comprehensive or representative.Editors' note: The following account is a brief summary of an interview with two General Dear Sir.

With reference to the correspondence of last issue concerning
Q. What is the basic requirement patients coming for second Moreover. most patients ask the supply of toilet paper in the preclinical building, I wish to inform

for a General Practitioner in consultation. for immediate relief and this youtenanceMain-
that negotiations are being made with the University

H.K.? Q. Can you tell us some of the may sometimes force the G.P. Office concerned, tit is not under control by the Faculty
A. In H.K., as in all other major problems that confront to resolve to s3mptomatic Authorities).

places, the sole requirement to a GP.? treatment.
eralgen-

Experience in
become a G.P. is to have a A. A good beginning is half practice can however As this involves a change of the established policy of the
basic recognisable degree. done, the proverb goes. In twercome, or at least minimize versity,Uni-it is quite understandable that the matter cannot be settled

Apart from the M.B., B.S. order to haye a good practice, most of these difficulties. in a short time. Anyhow, toilet pater will be supplied to the toilets
degree which our university- the

mountpara-
'setting up is of Q * What do you think of the in the preclinical building by the Medic Society in the meantime

greede-
offers, any other medical cludesin- imporlance. This prospect of a G.P. in Hong to relieve the embarassing and frustrative situation.

that is recognized in the the choosing of a good Kong?
British Commonwealth will locality and the actual details A. Well, that depends on v,hat Yours sincerely,
serve the purpose. (in H.K.) of 'setting up' the office. By: you mean by 'prospect'. So far Andrew Ho

Q. Is there any measure by 'good l(cality' one has to take
ed,concern-

as 'money making' is
which a doctor can prepare into account the population

misingpro-
the prospect is quite

Internal Affairs Secretary

himself for general practice? density of the area and at the provided that you've
A. Ideally: the preparation should same

petitioncom-
time. the factor of got enough patience and prt--

ternship.in-start from the period of with established G.P.s severence to get through the
It would be nice if in that area should never be early

ment'.'disappoint-
period of

The 75th Congregationa 'potential G.P.' can help neglected. Nowadays, a young
himself to 'a bit of every- A G.P.'s office is an entirely G.P.

ingwork-
uually has to start

thing', i.e. if he can do all the different
pital,hos-

place from the for the lower or lower-
for the conferment of

shipintern-specialties during his and one has to adapt middle class of patients. On
and years of residency in quite a bit to fit oneself in. the other hand, the prospect of

the hospital. Such experience For general practice, one has improving one's medical
will prove to be valuable to to be contented with the knowledge is comparatively
any G.P. limited facilities available. poor for a G.P. -- some will Honorary Degrees

Apart from the academic The time factor too. is a tend to care more for their
side, one has to go deep into serious handicap -- normally

vances,ad-
income than medical

February 1970
the delicate study of doctor- a G.P. can spend at most ten while others may be 18,
patient relationship (with the minutes for one consultation eager to learn and yet find
lust intention to say that this which includes the history their practice so engrossing as

pital),hos-is unimportant in the taking, physical examination, to leave them little time for The University of Hong Kong will be conferred upon Mr. Lee
or else one'll never find diagnosis, and treatment. reading.

announced today that its 75th Kuan Yew, Prime Minister of
Congregation for the conferment Singapore, Mr. M.S. Cumming,
of honorary degrees will be held O.B.E., Dr. the Hon. P.H. Teng.

m on Wednesday, February 18. C.M.G., O.B.E., J.P., and Mr.
1970, at 5.30 p.m., in the Loke A.W. Wilson.
Yew Hall of the University. The degree of Doctor of

Betnovate
Honoraryferredcon- degrees will be Science will be conferred upon

by the Chancellor, His Professor A.J.S. McFadzean,
Excellency Sir David Trench, O.B.E., J.P., and Professor
G.C,M.G., M.C.. LL.D., upon Kenzo

sity.Univer-
Tange of Tokyo

two eminent visitors as well as
four distinguished members of

fessorPro-
Mr. Lee Kuan Yew and

the community. Tange will visit Hong
The degree of Doctor of Laws Kong to receive their degrees.

the classic topical corticosteroid
Doctor of Laws

Professor the Hon. P.H. Teng,
mentappoint-
tor earned for him the

C.M.G., O.B.E., Director of of Director of Medical and
Medical and Health Services Health Services. Professor Teng's
since 1963, was born in Fukion, contributions to the control of
China. He graduated from the cholera

wideworld-
has brought him

University of Hong Kong in acclaim. He has been a
1937 and spent two years in

cilCoun-
member of the Legislative

epidemicforebe-
control in China, since September 1963 and in

mentappoint-taking up his first cutiveExe-addition a member of the
with the Medical and Council since November

Health Department in Hong 1966. On several occasions he

capedes-
Kong. In October 1942 he has served as Consultant to the

to free China and again World Health Organization on

ministrationAd-joined the National Health public health subjects. Professor
ventivepre-

in the field of Teng has been a part-time
medicine. He returned to

tyFacul-
teacher in the University's

Hong Kong at the end of the of Medicine since 1952 and

tionreputa-war and in 1963 his high sorProfes-since 1957 he has been
in the field of preventive of Preventive and Social

medicine and as an administra- Medicine.

Doctor of Science
Professor AJ.S. McFadzean, Fadzean is a scholar of high

O.B.E., Professor of Medicine, international repute. Among his
was born in Troon, Scotland. In many contributions to medical
1936 he graduated from the

standingout-
and scientific knowledge are

University of Glasgow, with the studies of certain
degrees of M.B., Ch.B. with diseases of the liver and of the
honours, and was awarded the spleen. Professor McFadzean is
Brunton Memorial Prize u the a Fellow of the Royal Colleges
outstanding graduate of his year. of Physicians of both London
After war service with the and Edinburgh, and Fellow of
R.A.M.C., he became Lecturer the American College of Physi-
and subsequently Senior Lecturer

greede-
dans. He was awarded the

Glaxo,J, o.... Laboratories Ltd Green lord. Kdrnes..
in
sity,Univer-

Medicineand inin NovemberGlasgow 1948 honours by the Unbersky ofof Doctor of Medicine with

came
fessorPro-

to Hong Kong to be Glasgow in 1959, his thesis
Pre.aatlan:, . B,....t. G,e,. tal% b,.=eth.... 17-,./,we) i s. 15 ..d UV gra= tubed of Medicine. He Vice- Gold
Aiso =v=,Uble.--Bethov=t* Ointment and lotto. Betaovate-G Qvm a.. Oiutmeot; Betnovate-N Cr-., was earning the Belkhouston

Omment: Betnovte LaUon Betaer. Solp AppIletaon. Chancellor of the University for Medal. He has bem Issnotary
lnd,cat.r All atemni-rtmpm=ive. dermaos= l=cl.inI pawl... Peettorate-N prepffgtions should be

sionsucces-
three months in 1965 in

.sed A bact...t infect.. . preset ...pea.. -A. .. .it.rnaUv. = when there it Iungtl Wtat., magulteat Stridden ha, the Saw
Betuovate-G prep..1ertl ..ay be ased. t.t.de to the lste Dr. W.C,G. anureet af Hoag Kee alai AP

Applieation: Apply * mall quantity nnce or twlc* * day. Hetmovele Il Jllad. Knowles, and has been Dean of H.M. Forces since a,H-
Sok Aoent=: DOWELL 3 ca. LID. P.O. BoX 36. HONG KONG, At- Faently of Medicine sines served an te

February 1967. Pxofessor Mr, of Hong Kong
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Doctor-Patient Relationship A.E.

Editors' Note: The following is a report on the talk organised by the Fraternity Committea on 30th January 1970 on the subject Doctor-Patient Relationship. We are printing
in this issue the words of Dr. Todd (Department of Medicine) and of Professor Field (Department of Pediatrics): and in the next issue those of Dr. Paul Yu (Department of
Surgery).

tionconversa-
is best to prolong the

PROF. C. ELAINE FIELD with the mother, nurse or
doctor whilst you make contact
with the child. A squeeze of the

The other day a rather chatty portant yet calm her anxiety. hand or some friendly gesture
four-year-old came into my office For example, when mother says will give the necessary re-assur-
with her mother and greeted me My child is not talking yet and ance, then the cot sides may be
,ith I don't like doctors. Now. he is IV2 years old now, yet my lowered gently. Undress the
how should that be answered? neighbour's daughter is talking at patient little by little, still talking
After
edrepli-

a moment's pause I one year of age. Reply with the to the mother or nurse or to the
'No, neither do I! 1 had

drenchil-quip, Some very intelligent child himself if old enough.
hastily cast my mind back a long may not talk much until There are children in hospital
way to when I was a little girl theylessNeverthe-

are two years. who just want to be carried, these
,alking into the doctor's office pay attention to the mother's I will pick up and carry around

Oh, how I hated it! So you story as mothers are often very the
ingvisit-

ward, at the same time--
see. to understand your little observant although their memory and chatting to other patients
patient you must try to put your- of past events may get a little -- yet all the time feeling the
self in his shoes.

notcan-
blurred, and remember they child's abdomen!

tor-patientdoc-
Now let us consider the feredsuf-experience the symptoms

vestigationin-
The taking of blood for

monlycom-
relationship as it by the child.

cedurespro-
is one of the From left to right: Dr. Todd, Prof. Field, Dr. Paul Yu.

presents in every day When is it possible to obtain most children dread. It
practice, first in the office when a history from the child himself? is best to prepare everything out

tordoc-the child usually meets the A child under five years of age of sight and then walk over with DR. TODD

lysecond-
with his mother, and gets funny ideas about himself the nurse and say you have to The subject of doctor- The difficulties ofwhen he is in bed at home or and his surroundings so his story give him a prick but he's going patient relationship is poorly municationcom- between doctorsin hospital. may be rather odd. From about to be a brave boy, then finish the

tor'sdoc-
As the child enters the five years it is worthwhile to ask task

waysAl-
as quickly as possible. taught in medical schools and and patients are often not fully

sonalimper-
this is not helped by the appreciated, by those whooffice with his mother, it is simple questions about their be truthful to a child and
pitals.hos-

attitudes in large have been in
even

practice forbetter to ignore him initially symptoms but reliability must be do not promise something which years.
whilst chatting to the mother. doubted

ingcom-
until the child is will not happen e.g. it won't hurt However, the relationship Patients should never be left in

between a doctor and his patient the
lyclear-

dark: they should beHis
tlelit-

confidence will return a up to 10 years of age. (when it will!/. Sedation should is personal interaction and informed about their druga so
atelyimmedi-

if he feels he is not When examining a child, the be given to difficult children or really be taught by
dicationin-
end other regimes andcannot a some

to be examined. From order of systems learnt in your
cedures.pro-
for difficult or lengthy third of the disegse andabout seven years of age the adult

ply.ap-
experience just cannot

person.
gnosispro-The relationship has a legal should always be given.patient perhaps appreciates a For the child under 5 years Telling the child about his ethical The Information impartedas well (is aspect.
tientspa-

to
greeting ,such as Hello son or it is best to examine on his illness is not usually difficult as basis

tionsconsidera-
for the ethical be simple and

cise.con-
must

preferably Hello, Jim calling mother's lap at first to give him he is easily satisfied. The younger
pocraticHip-

are based on the In a recent study by Joycehim by his name, then ignore
drenchil-
a feeling of security. Most ones in hospital just want to Oath which have

pital,Hos-
al from the Londonhint

ingdevelop-
and concentrate on will allow you to put your know when they are going home, been told about. It

you
must be

et
London, England (Quart.a relationship with the

lyparticular-
hand on their 'tummy' the older and more intelligent remembered that medicine is J. Med., N.S., 38, 183. 1969) itmother. Nevertheless all this time if you hold their interest in a accept a simple explanation profession and business,

a
found that (i) informationones not a wasyou are observing your little chatty conversation, likewise let of the trouble and like to know and like all professions should recalled by patient decreasedpatient without directly looking them play with your stethoscope what you will be doing and also have service its chief aim

tordoc-
the amount

a
told by theat him as an indirect assessment them

atelyFortun-
they home.

as as
is valuable. so that you can encourage when can go For example, a shopkeeper

latedre-
increased, (ii) recall was

to put it on their own chests, and
derstandun-

children do not fully will not sell his merchandise to to the degree of anxiety,
haviourbe-There are two extremes of so discreetly the abdomen is felt the nature of death, so anybody without but being poorest in the most andmoney,

which can be observed
forebe-
and the heart sounds heard even in incurable diseases such doctors often treat patients least anxious and best inwas

and
tween.be-

of course all shades
drenchil-

the child cries. Some as leukaemia the treatment can without monetary reward. The those with moderate anxiety,The introvert or very shy hate being put on a couch be briefly explained to an older doctor-patient relationship is (iii) recall not related towas
child who hangs on to his so

ingcry-
delay this procedure until child always with the hope that not static. Three models intelligence, (iv) aboutarc age nor

mother's skirts, and the extrovert will not interfere too much it will make him better so that described: Activity-Passivity, 50% of inforrnation could be
or permissive child who immedi- with the rest of the examination. he can go home. Parents should Guidance- Cooperation and. recalled and the last mentioned
ately decides your office is his The throat should be examined he told the truth but until the lastly, Mutual Participation. An remembered the mostwas
playground so that very soon it last as your relationship with diagnosis has been confirmed it example

mittedad-
would be patient clearly, (v) the doctor'sa

phasisem-looks as if a typhoon has been your patient will reach breaking is wise to be evasive particularly
lyinitial-

in diabetic
torsfac-

mattered less thencoma:
through the room! With the shy point after this procedure, so sith incurable diseases, and then the doctor administers to

ingdetermin-
in the patient ina

child, casually push a toy toward have the child held firmly and do break the news gently always completely passive patient, what recalled. Patientswashim whilst talking to the mother. it quickly, then say, 'All over, tempered if possible with the when the patient wakens, he free to choose doctors andareThe
portantim-

choice of the toy is dress him up, and the tears soon hopeful effects of treatment. (she) will have to cooperate vice However, inas versa. any

ingentertain-
as it should be dry up. And so back to our chatty regards rest, diet, drugs etc. doctor is morallyemergency a

yet suitable to assess the
readyal-

The approach to the child little four-year-old, Do you still under the doctor's guidance and though not legally obliged to
child's intelligence. in bed is a little different dislike doctors? I asked as she

tordoc-
lastly, after discharge, the attend to the patient until other

Doctor-patient relationship is as there is usually less time to left my office. Yes she said.*
tenancemain-

will have to plan a medical attention is ensured. In
also doctor-parent relationship in make a liaison. The history has May-be someone else should regime which best suits

sultantcon-
consultation practice the

paediatrics. However trivial the already been given by the mother have given this talk on doctor-
cialso-
the patient's economic and should only see referred

mother's story, consider it im- or another doctor, nevertheless it patient relationship!
gimere-

circumstances, and this patients and these patients
may have to be adjusted should be returned to the care

How Well Do You Know The Medid Centre
tordoc-from time to time. If the of their general practitioner.

is too rigid in his approach, Doctors should not 'take over'

pathetic.unsym-
he may be considered patients seen in the course of

consultation unless it is for
It must be remembered that specific therapeutic purposes e.g.

Here is a test for your knowledge of the Medic Centre. Can you recognise the sites shown in the
shiprelation-
in doctor-patient might 'take over'any a surgeon a

following photographs? Would you like to go and find out? the former is usually at an
macarcino-
patient suffering from

advantage and this may lead to of the stomach from a
(Editors' note: We welcome photographs taken around the Medic Centre.) temptation and abuse. Patients sician.phy-Also doctors should not

attend doctors with almost 'take over' patients seen while
child-like faith, believing at acting as a locum tenens. It is
least initially that they will be considered unwise for doctors
helped, little realising perhaps to visit patients under the care
how ignorant the profession is of other doctors for this may

mingledInter-
about many diseases. lead to misunderstanding. If

with this may be a
totdoe-
you wish to do this, the

'parental' image. The deport- in charge must be informed
meat and dress of doctors first.
should accordingly be sober. A recent occurrence at the
Also, in the course of seeing Sai Ying Pun Polyclinic leads
holdwith-patients a doctor should me to my final remark, which
ingindicat-

undue expressions is to remind of the physical
taintyuncer-

andety, surprise or you
but this does not mean

hapsper-
privileges of doctors. It is

stantlylcon-
putting on a long face common sense that a male

doctor should not examine a
Professional secrecy must female patient except in the

be adhered to as once patients presence of a nurse or female
realise that the roults of a visit doctor. You would do well to
to
tia,-gonf,den-

a doctr ave not remember the saying 'A patient
impotant informatioa may must not become a mistress,

bo withhtld or the patient may but a mistress may become a
tave that doctor's pratios. patient',
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A VISITOR'S VIEW
G. J. Coltheart

Editors' note: The following article is contributed b, an Australian medical student from Tasmania. He has done one month's
surgical clerkship at the Surgery Department and the folloving is his opinion of his stay here.
On coming to Hong Kong I seconds before the lecturer is i.e. in the summer. amounting to pretences. Educated people are

had
pect:ex-

little idea of what to due to arrive. Australians are six weeks in the case of my own in general respected in Australia
I knew that the Medical also

ingattend-
more prone to cease faculty. It did seem to me that

pletedcom-
but only after they have

School was a substantial one if they feel that the lecture havingoutwith-
three clinical years their education. College *441,mlPie

with
sidebed-

the English tradition of is dull. the hour too early or too anv substantial holiday, as is life in Australia is restricted for
teaching and ward clerking.

ing,morn-
late. Working on Saturday the case here is rather a heavy the most part to those who have

but of the city itself I had little as is the routine here, would
traliaAus-
burden. In no university in to live away from their homes,

conception. My first impressions make most Australian students does the medical faculty and usually the distances are too
were
tionpopula-

the tremendous horrified. occupy the pre-eminent position great for casual visits home at .c
(Tasmania has less than such as is held by the faculty the weekend. The Australian1 thought the standard of400,000 people in an area about was a here. nor do medical students (or equivalents

dentsstu-
of the medical

that
rownar-

of Ceylon). the busy teaching here of high other university students for centre are usually built Ostandard, although it seemed to anystreets with both drivers and that matter) have the privileged into the clinical building or theme that it was more from thepedestrians seemingly bent on textbook standpoint than through position
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